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Hair Straightener

WT-013
Hair 
Straightener 
Brush 

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

Product Instruction
 1.Keep the hair clean,dry and neatly before you using.
 2. Insert the plug into the proper electrical outlet.
 3.Press the switch for 3 seconds,the item will be on, press “+” or “-” to set a 
temperature to your desired.
 4.Use the comb to brush your hair from up to down,constant repetition for several 
times,your straight hair will be comeout.
 5.Turn off after use,the machine will be automatically shut off after 1 hour.
Products advantages
 1.PTC heater with the fast heat up and recover, 80 - 230 degree celsius precision 
temperature digital display.
 2.When the panel temperature is 230 celsius, the top of the comb teeth 
temperature is just about 50 celsius, it can not scald your skin , and it can 
massage your head and relax you.
 3.It is safe to straighten your own hair ,your hands and your scalp will not be 
scald, biological activity will adjust your hair's oil balance,that will be improve your 
sleep quality.

40pcs US$5.00

200 pcs US$4.80

1000 pcs US$4.50

2000 pcs US$4.00

5000pcs US$3.80

WT-014 
Hair 
Straightener 
Brush

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton
Dual Voltage: AC 100 -240V, 
50-60 HZ 
Power: 43-48W 
Temp Setting: 120℃- 200℃ 
Auto Shut Off: 60 minutes 
Temp Display: LED screen 
display 

【Health and Safety】Negative Ions Straightening Brush makes your hair natural, 
healthier and shinier. Heat resistant and Anti-Static, upgraded the hair-contacted 
material to avoid hair wrapping and protect you from burning. 
•【Innovative Design】This hair straight brush has the new heating standard, 
Heat Quickly, Save Energy, More Durable, Lasts Longer, significantly reduces 
overall straightening, hair styling time compared to conventional hair 
straighteners. 
•【Controllable Temperatures】The LED screen display, tempereature of range 
from 120℃-200℃, the hair straightener only takes less than 60 seconds to heat 
up by PTC ceramic heating, each push will increase/decrease 20℃ of the 
temperature. 
•【Perfect & Natural Straight Hair】No need a salon hairstylist, all you need is 
simply pushing temp up/down button and straighten your hair like combing. 
Suitable for all hair types: thin, fine, bleached, wavy or curled.  The straighten 
brush must be used only for dry hair. 

100pcs US$7.50 US$8.50

500pcs US$7.00 US$8.00

1000pcs US$6.50 US$7.00

2000pcs US$6.00 US$6.50

5000pcs US$5.50 US$6.00

WT-015 Hair 
Straightener 
Brush

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

 1. When you order from us now, you’ll have a 30 days protected , no-questions 
for ask your money back,and also you will have a VIP customer service,thank you! 
• 2.US safety plug,auto shut-off in one hour will make you more safety .Dual 
voltage operation support: 110V~240V,it suit US market,and it is Instant for heat-
up and recovery. 
• 3.Fast hair straightening brush with anti-static,anti-scald and anti-hair broken 
functions. the brush with a fast heating plate maximal to 230 degree centigrade 
and the LCD digital display will let you control the temperature more precise. 
• 4.Press “+” and “-” at the same time to convert celsius to fahrenheit 
Temperature.if you have a thick dense hair,please choose a higher temperature 
like 210-230 degree celsius;if you have a soft and thin hair,please choose 170-
200 degree celsius. 
• 5.All shell adopts the high-temperature engineering plastic materials.360 swivel 
power cord is easy for you and professional salon use, and the size is suitable for 
you take when you are travling

40pcs US$5.50

200 pcs US$5.00

1000 pcs US$4.80

2000 pcs US$4.50

5000pcs US$4.20

 WT-016 
Ultimate 

Styling Tool  

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

Ultimate Styling Tool 
Hot Brush & Flat Iron 
One tool to meet all of your styling needs. The Ionic Styler Pro is a Cool Touch 
Ionic Hot Brush and a professional quality Ceramic Flat Iron all in one. 
Dual Ionic Ceramic Technology 
The Dual Ionic Ceramic Technology harnesses the amazing styling power of 
ceramic heat combined with frizz-fighting ionic molecules to transform dull, frizzy, 
lifeless hair into healthy-looking, shiny hair full of body. 
Perfect Finishing Touch Ups 
The Ionic Styler Pro is the perfect putting those finishing touches on your newly 
created look or revitalizing hair the day after washing. Create volume at the crown 
by applying your styler to the root where additional volume is desired. Flip your 
ends under or out by rolling the Ionic Styler Pro at the ends of your hair. 

100pcs US$6.50

500 pcs US$6.00

1000 pcs US$5.80

2000 pcs US$5.50

5000pcs US$5.00

WT-017 Hair 
Straightener 

Brush

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

Straighten and detangle your hair the easy way with this professional-quality 
heated brush.  
Just select the temperature from seven different levels and run the heated tines 
through your hair. 
In only seconds your hair will start flowing out straighter, smoother, and with the 
shining luster that only straighter hair can have. 
This brush is safer for your hair than straightening hair irons.  
It doesn't clamp your hair between heated plates, which can cause hair to become 
overheated and damaged. 
Instead, the heat is always in motion as you brush your hair. 
The Metal Ceramic Heater technology 
It allows heat up to 450℉/230℃, but you can use the temperature control to 
select the best temperature for your hair type. 
An LCD display tells you the actual temperature of the heated tines. 
Heat insulation at the tips of the brush tines keep the heat safely away from your 
scalp, and an auto-lock feature prevents the temperature from being accidentally 
changed as you brush. 
The power cord has a fully rotating connection, so you don't have to worry about 
tangling the cord as you untangle your hair. 
This brush is travel-friendly with 110V-240V voltage support. 

40pcs US$10.00

200 pcs US$9.50

1000 pcs US$9.00

2000 pcs US$8.50

5000pcs US$8.00

WT-019 Anion 
Hair 

Straightener

(Underwritten 
in U.S.)

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

• Hair Straightener. Release rich negative ions when straightening hair, eliminating 
frizz and adds shine, reducing knots and split ends, make your hair not only 
straight but also smoother healthier. 
• Fast heating: Metal Ceramic Heater technology heats up quickly just in1 minute, 
wider and denser comb tooth have all of your hair done just a few minutes. Also, it 
can help you to make a Bob haircut. 
• Comb teeth adopts imported nano-silver and tourmaline ceramic oil spray to 
ensure that the tooth surface smooth and uniform temperature. Square head and 
heated bristles ensure maximum hair contact.  
• The temperature range from 240℉-450℉adjustable depending on hair 
thickness, suitable for all hair types even safe with bleached or thin hair. 
• Longer and fully tangle-free cable, durable and sturdy to use. Easily handy 
handle reducing weight. Stylish intelligent Digital display. Auto shutting off after 
60mins guarantees safety. 

40pcs US$10.00

500PCS US$9.50

1000 pcs US$9.00

2000 pcs US$8.50

5000pcs US$8.00

WT-021 steam 
brush

Carton size: 59*36*26CM
Package size：33*9.5*6CM                                                
1.0KG/PCS  
24/carton
25KG/carton

• Temperature 150℃-230℃/302℉-446℉, enough for all hair 
• Tourmaline Ceramic Technology, give a shiny and healthy result in 60 seconds 
• Ultra large water tank capacity. Continuous powerful steam, to relax the hair 
structure and to lure perfectly in one pass 
• 360°anti-winding rotation design, LCD temperature display, real-timely control 
temperature 
• Temperature memory function, Auto shut off, Dual Voltage 100-240V 
1. Material: Plastic, ceramic
 2. Voltage: 100-240V
 3. Frequency: 50Hz/60Hz
 4. Power: 120W
 5. Heating Temperature :150-230 degree
 6. Heating Mode: PTC heating
 7. Ionic input: DC5V
 8. Display: LCD
 9. Plug Standard: US
 10. Product size: 3.4x13.2x5.9in/8.6*33.6*15cm
 11. Color: Black
 12. Applicable hair: Dry & wet
 13. Service life of thermal plate/bar: More than 50,000 times

40pcs US$24.00

200 pcs US$23.00

1000 pcs US$22.00

2000 pcs US$21.00

5000pcs US$20.00

WT-023 Brush 
Straightener

(Underwritten 
in U.S.)

Carton size：45*35*31cm
Product size：28*16.5*7.2cm
Product weight：0.7KG/PCS  
12/carton
9KG/carton

• The brush that straightens your hair 
• Simply brush to smooth and straighten 
• Heats up to 450 degrees. To activate your brush, hold down the Power Button 
for about 2 seconds until the numbers appear on the display. Then press the +/- 
buttons until you've reached your desired temperature. 
• Hold down the start button for 3 seconds until display illuminates in order to turn 
on. 
• Brush your hair with the Simply Straight for perfectly straight hair in minutes 
Simply Brush to Smooth & Straighten  
• Salon Quality Results  
• Great For All Hair Types  
• Heats Up to 450 Degrees Farenheit  
• Anti-Frizz Ionic  
• Fast 2 Minute Heat Up  
• Only ETL version available on Amazon!!!  
• As Seen On TV  
• Lightweight Design 

40pcs US$6.50

200 pcs US$6.00

1000 pcs US$5.80

2000 pcs US$5.50

5000pcs US$5.20

WT-024 Hair 
Straightener 

Brush

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

Straightener Electric Brush: 2 in 1 functions. It works as Hair Straightener as well 
as Comb. MojiDecor hair straightener brush will smooth your hair, from the roots 
to the tips. No hurt, no pain, no burned,easily to use and take care of your hair 
into silky, shiny and healthy look in moment, like renewed smooth hair. 
• Ceramic Hair Straightener Brush: Innovative design - The electric smoothing 
brush with double anion generator releases millions of negative ions, which 
include more moisture in the hair and maintain it. Your hair looks more neat, shiny 
and supple. Meanwhile, the 360 ??¡ã rotatable power cord and prevents the 
twining cable and makes it ideal for professional salon use, travel & home hair 
care. 
• Straightener for curly hair: Suitable for all types of hair: Advanced heating 
technology quickly warms up in under 1 minute. 9 different heat settings, 
adjustable from 140¡æ/284¨H-220¡æ/428¨H depending on hair thickness, suitable 
for all hair types also safe with bleached or thin hair. But too short hair not 
recommended. There is Fahrenheit and Celsius exchange function 
• Safe and user-friendly design - The heated comb teeth have a plastic tip and the 
entire heated surface is surrounded with hard plastic bristles that protect you from 
the burn. With a temperature lock function, the hair straightening brush will lock 
the selected temperature, and automatically turn off the function after 30 minutes. 
• Great ideal gift / present for Thanks Giving Day, Christmas Gift, Birthday Gift, 
New Year Gift, Valentine Gift and ect. Best Gift for women, ladies, Teenage girls, 
mom, wife,lover and ect! 

200pcs US$10.00 US$11.50

500 pcs US$9.50 US$11.00

1000 pcs US$9.00 US$10.80

2000 pcs US$8.50 US$10.50

5000pcs US$8.00 US$10.00

WT-025 hair 
brush

Carton 60*36*55CM  
Package size: 
33.4*10.8*6.4CM                                      
0.5KG/PCS  
40/carton
21kg/carton
Heating temperature: 80℃
~230℃(176℉~446℉)
1. Soft, thin hair: 130℃/266℉
2. Gold hair, bleaching and 
dyeing or colored hair: 145℃
/293℉
3. Normal or slightly curly hair: 
160℃/320℉~175℃/347℉
4. Thick, curly and wavy hair: 
190℃/374℉ ~200℃/392℉

•Small but Powerful: This professional ceramic hair straightener is light and slim. 
Also, the 3-in-1 design lets your hair not only straight but also smoother and 
healthier. 
• Easy to Use: You can choose the suitable temperature you want. It’s easy for 
you to get the professional-looking results at home or travel. One electric hot 
comb suits all hair. 
• Healthy Hair Care: The electric hair straightener is highly recommended for your 
beauty routine to solve problems like broken hair etc. Also, your hair will be 
healthier than before due to the massager design. 
• Safety for Personal Operating: The anti-scald technology stops you from burning 
skin or hands. Also, the temperature lock function and the auto shut off function 
can maintain temperature when styling your hair. 
• Saving Your Time: If you want to style your hair before going to party but have 
no time to salon. It’s time to change! This hair straightener heats up quickly so you 
can get the professional-looking results in few minutes

100pcs US$4.80

500 pcs US$4.50

1000 pcs US$4.20

2000 pcs US$4.00

5000pcs US$3.90

WT-026 Dual 
Plate Hair 

Straightener 
Brush

Product size: 31*3*3.5 cm
0.55KG/PCS  
40/carton
23KG/carton

* Most Advanced ionic technology, providing the hair a smoother, healthier look.
* Tourmaline ceramic heating plates with brushes, easier, more efficient and 
labor-saving for hair straightening
* Light weight hair straightening brush, with longer heating plates
* PTC heater 
* Adjustable temperature from 140℃ to 235℃
* Dual voltage: 110-240V, 50/60Hz
* Size of heating plates: 12*2 cm
* LCD temperature display
* Lock design
* 360 degree swivel cord never tangle

100pcs US$12.00

500 pcs US$11.50

1000 pcs US$11.00

2000 pcs US$10.50

5000pcs US$10.00

WT-027  
2 in 1 Curling 

Iron

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

Not Sure Which Temperature 
to Use?
Change the temperature by 
press the power button 
repeatedly:
248℉ (140℃) for damaged 
hair
356℉ (180℃) for thick or 
naturally curly hair
392℉ (200℃) for thick and 
hard hair
428℉ (220℃) for super thick 
and hard hair

Straightener: Place the gold plated side (no guidelines) closest to the scalp and 
glide down hair with very light pressure.
Curler: 
1. CURLING LEFT SIDE: Lifting your right elbow, place the guidelines closest to 
the scalp, rotate guidelines towards the mirror, and glide slowly towards the mirror 
with very light pressure.
2. CURLING RIGHT SIDE: Coming up from under the hair, place the guidelines 
closest to the scalp, rotate guidelines towards the mirror, and glide slowly towards 
the mirror with very light pressure.
If you want to create curls and waves more professionly, we recommond you to 
learn about curling and straightening hair from professional videos on website. It 
will take you some time, but once you get the technique, it is so easy to get your 
hair straight or curled.
Product Benefits:
1. PTC heating model and titanium plate create a shinier, silkier finish in lesser 
time and eliminates frizz for longer time with less damage
2. 1.18 inch plate suitable even for short hair
3. 4 temperature levels for different hair quality, suiting your different needs
4. Auto shut-off if no operation in 60 minutes
5. Easy to use, you are free to design your own hairstyle with a rotating swivel 
cord.

100pcs US$13.00

500 pcs US$12.50

1000 pcs US$12.00

2000 pcs US$11.50

5000pcs US$10.50

WT-028 Steam 
Hair 

Straightener

Carton size：63*45*42cm
Package size：37.5*14*7.5cm
Product weight: 0.95KG/PCS  
24/carton
24KG/carton

Heater plate: 21MM-30MM    
Heater type:PTC
Power: 75W
Feature:Wet and dry use
Temp：15 gear temp control
Material：ABS
Max temp: 450F
Min temp：250F
Warranty: 1 year
Rated voltage：110V-220V

100pcs US$21.00

500 pcs US$20.00

1000 pcs US$19.00

2000 pcs US$18.00

5000pcs US$17.00

WT-029 
Hair 

Straightener 
Brush 

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

Straightening your hair can be quite time-consuming especially if you have thick 
and curly hair. If you’re struggling to get your hair straight every day, then MINE 
Hair Straightening Brush is the perfect hair care product for you.
HEATS UP FAST
 MINE Hair Straightening Brush utilizes advanced heating technology called Metal 
Ceramic Heater (MCH) to heat up the hair brush. The MCH heating element gives 
a fast heating response, allowing you to achieve silky straight hair within minutes.
SAFE
 The automatic lock button feature activates to prevent wrong pressing. This 
feature provides enhanced safety in the event you forgot to turn off the electric 
ceramic brush. The brush shuts off automatically after 60 minutes.
FEATURES ANTI-SCALD DESIGN
 Save your fingers, hands, and scalp from burns. The built-in ceramic bristles are 
heat resistant and can straighten hair without damaging your luscious locks and 
scalp. It helps lock in moisture and prevents dryness to give you healthy-looking 
straight hair.
EASY TO USE
 Achieve salon straight hair with this easy-to-use hair straightening brush. Its 3D 
ceramic plates make it easier to straighten large parts of hair at once while the 
anti-snag bristles untangle your hair with ease while preventing breakage. While 
the temperature control buttons and display allows you to set the temperature 
according to your needs.
GREAT FOR ALL TYPES OF HAIR
 Whether you have thick wavy mane, chemically treated, permed, or colored hair, 
this hair straightening brush is safe to use. Unlike a hair straightening iron, which 
gives you lifeless straight hair, this hair brush will give you a relaxed straight look 
while adding volume.

100pcs US$11.00 US$9.50

500 pcs US$10.80 US$9.00

1000 pcs US$10.50 US$8.50

2000 pcs US$10.00 US$8.00

5000pcs US$9.50 US$7.50

WT-030  
Steam Brush 
Straightener

Carton size：61*37*57CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight：0.6KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton                          

MAGIC STEAM HAIR STRAIGHTENING TOOL:160% effective than the popular 
hair,powerful steam permeates your hair fully and provides 360 degree 
nourishment. 
• EFFICIENT CERAMIC HEATER: PTC ceramic plate heats up to 450℉/ 230℃ to 
soften and straighten hair in several minutes for a shinier and smoother effect. 
• 3D FLOATING PLATES COMD TIPS: Innovative massage points on the bristles 
will massage and stimulate your scalp while releasing tension and fatigue. 
• HEATED CERATMIC COATED BRISTLES: ceramic surface heats up to the 
perfect temperature just in 30 seconds for super-fast, even that heating won't 
damage or burn your hair, and there's no need for chemicals or moisturizers. 
• AUTO SHUT-OFF PROTECTION: Safety auto switch off design, free worry from 
burning fingers, hands or scalp. 

100pcs US$20.00

500 pcs US$19.00

1000 pcs US$18.00

2000 pcs US$17.00

5000pcs US$16.00

WT-031 Steam 
Hair 

Straightener

Carton size: 59*36*26CM
Package size：33*9.5*6CM                                                
1.0KG/PCS  
24/carton
25KG/carton

Multifunctional steam spray straightener, 100% ceramic tourmaline heating plate, 
heat more average.
NOTE:Some people say no steam, please read the instructions carefully, At the 
bottom there is a steam control button,Please twist open. 2.Please do not believe 
that low-priced products with the same, imitation of our. PTC heating, rapid 
warming
LED temperature display, 160-220 degrees Celsius (320-430 degrees Fahrenheit) 
four-speed thermostat
Fuselage front-end design by hand, suitable for both hands
360 ° rotating 2.5M power cord.NOTE:Because we need to test before the 
delivery of each product is working properly, so add water tank with water trace 
please rest assured that we are just testing, the product is brand new.

100pcs US$28.00

500 pcs US$27.50

1000 pcs US$27.00

2000 pcs US$26.00

WT-033 Step 
Dryer

Carton size：58*39*53.5cm
Package size: 37.6*11.2* 
8.4cm                       
Product weight: 0.85KG/PCS  
30/carton
25kg/carton

• 1100 Watt of Drying Power. 120V (Not for use at 220V outlets) 
• One Step Hair Dryer and Style. POWER of a Dryer PRECISION of a Styler 
• Detangle, dry, and smooth hair in half the time. For best results, separate hair 
into manageable sections and dry each section individually 
• 2 Heat Settings and Cool Settings for maximum styling control 
• Flexible Tangle Free Bristles with Ionic Technology for frizz control 

100pcs US$10.00

500 pcs US$9.50

1000 pcs US$9.00

2000 pcs US$8.50

WT-035 Touch 
Screen Brush 
Straightener

Carton size：60*38*46cm                
Package size：36*10.8*7                
Product weight：0.5KG            
40PCS/carton
22KG/carton

Power:59W
Plate:Silica gel
Warranty period:1 years
Heating element:PTC
Heating method:Heating wire
Plug: EU/UK/US/AU
Max temperature:Max 115 degree centigrade ,adjustable 
Frequency: 50HZ/60HZ
Voltage:110v-240v

100pcs US$8.50

500pcs US$8.00

1000 pcs US$7.50

2000 pcs US$7.00

WT-036 Hair 
Straightener 

Brush

Color：black+red                             
Carton size：60*38*46CM   
Package：36*10.8*7CM                
Product Weight：0.6KG            
40PCS/CTN/24KG

This is a new arival fast heating hair straightening tool with negative ions hair 
protection system. While the hair straightener is working, some of the negative 
ions covers the hair surface, some shifts into water when it touches air, offers hair 
a protection maskant 

100pcs US$12.00

500pcs US$11.50

1000 pcs US$11.20

2000 pcs US$11.00

5000pcs US$10.80



WT-037
Men Hair 

Straightener

Carton size ：655*27*44CM                 
Package size:26.5*5.5*8.1CM              
Product weight：0.37KG/pcs            
50PCS/carton
19KG/carton

Feature: 
Volumize hair, flatten side hair & straighten curly hair 
No hair damage: Even heat avoids any "hot spot" to overburn your hair 
Safe to use: The comb acts as a protective cover against the heating plate to 
prevent hair from overburning 
Easy to use: Just comb to fix your messy hair 
Quick heating: Preheat within 15 seconds 
Reduce frizzing & detangling 
Long-lasting: Amazing effect maintained throughout the day 
Lightweight & ergonomic handle:Comfortable to grip without feeling tired easily 
Quick Hair Styler for Men delivers professional hair styling on the go! 
It VOLUMIZES flat hair, STRAIGHTENS curly hair & FLATTENS side hair 
naturally with even & damage-free heating. 
Specification: 
Size: 26.5cm x 5.5cm x 8.1cm 
Optimum Temperature: 120 degree 
HOW-TO-USE: 
Turn the power on 
Preheat for ~15 seconds and install the comb 
Check whether the comb is tightly locked before use.

100pcs US$4.80

500pcs US$4.50

1000 pcs US$4.20

2000 pcs US$4.00

5000pcs US$3.80

WT-038
Steam Brush 

Hair 
Straightener

Carton size：  53*36*36cm                                    
Package size：35*12*6cm                                   
Product weight：0.7KG            
20PCS/carton
15KG/carton

STEAM SPRAY TACHNOLOGY & ANION CARE: This straightener brush adopts 
the atomized system of nanotechnology and water ion penetration technology. 
They can full cover negative ions on the hair quickly, water ions penetrate into the 
hair scale and hair core to lock and replenish water, let the hair get better 
protection an cultivation. 
2 IN 1 HAIR STRAIGHTENER BRUSH: A perfect combination of straightening 
iron and straightener comb. You can easy to straighten and brush hair to make a 
beautiful hairstyle anytime and anywhere, no more fuzzy! 
CERAMIC TOURMALIE PLATE: Uniform and stable PTC heater Plate, which can 
reach 230 degrees Celsius in 5 minutes. Ceramic coating plate provides amazing 
shiny and healthy finisher, reduce hair loss and damage. 
ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE: Digital LED display with adjustable 5 different 
levels temperature settings (150-235℃/300- 455℉）that can meet your different 
needs. Damaged & Soft hair 150-190℃（300-375℉）; Normal hair 190- 210℃ 
(375-410℉); Thicker & Super hard hair 210-230℃ (410-445℉). 
PERFECT DESIGN: Worldwide dual voltage AC 110-220V; 2M power line with 
360 degree swivel cord; Lock catch switch for storage and traveling; 30 minutes 
automatic shut down without operation, if still in use, you can re-open it. 

100pcs US$18.00

500pcs US$17.00

1000 pcs US$16.50

2000 pcs US$16.00

WT-040 Organ 
Oil Steam Hair 

Curling Iron

Carton size：55X37X32CM                                 
Package size：36*13.5*6cm                                   
Product weight：0.95KG                             
20PCS/carton
19KG/carton

• The latest activate steam technology,can spray water, hair care 
substances,steam water help add moisture and gloss to hair and prevent 
damage.you can create a smooth and mirror-like shine hair straightener at home. 
• Equipped with dual PTC heater,heats up quickly and steadily, hair straightener 
safe and energy-saving 
• 1.25inch Ceramic titanium heating plate,heats up quickly,heat evenly,will not 
damage the hair,Transform your hair in a flash.It can auto shut-off after 60 
minutes if do not use it 
• 5 adjustable Modes For Dry & Wet Hair(5 different adjustable temperature 
setting),find the right heat level to effectively care your hair 
• User-friendly Design:360°swivel cord(prevents tangling),suitable for both 
hands,back type double layer insulation material for burn prevention 

40pcs US$18.50

200pcs US$18.00

1000pcs US$17.50

2000pcs US$17.00

WT-041 Organ 
Oil Steam Hair 

Curling Iron

Carton size：56*39*56CM                                   
Package size：37*18*6.8CM                                     
Product weight:1.05KG                         
24PCS/carton
25KG/carton

•For Quick Home Styling: Built-in PTC heater heats up the plate to working 
temperature quickly and evenly within 60 seconds, and its ultra wide heating plate 
makes it easy to process more hair in each round, no more waiting needed even 
in a hurry morning. 
•Steam Spray and Essential Oil Treatment: Steam function makes it possible to 
straighten hair without extra step to wet the hair which will accelerates the 
process, you can also add argan oil to the tank (1 drop for 30ml water) when 
styling to moisturize and repair demaged hair. 
•NO Pulling: The nano titanium plate is designed to be floating and painted with 
smooth ceramic oil, which makes the surface ultra smooth and causes no pulling 
even when overexertion. 
•Safe Straightening and Curling: Built-in microsensors will regulate and auto-
adjust the temperature of the plate so no extra heat will pass and cause scalds; 
And this flat iron will auto shut off after one hour without any movement which is 
much more safety. 

40pcs US$19.50

200pcs US$19.00

1000 pcs US$18.50

2000 pcs US$18.00

WT-042  Hair 
Volumizing 

Iron

(Underwritten 
in U.S.)

Carton size：56*39*56CM                                   
Package size：37*18*6.8CM 
Product weight：0.95KG                             
20PCS/carton
19KG/carton                                    

 It is a revolutionary new kind of hair iron that is specifically designed to add 
lasting volume to short (about 4") to medium length, layered or fine hair.
 It creates hidden volume pockets that lift the top layers up and away from the 
scalp and face, helping to take years off your appearance. By lifting and 
separating individual hairs.
 It is designed to be used only on the hair near the scalp that is rich in natural 
protective oils – your own natural heat protection.
 It is never pulled through the hair or used on the ends of hair most prone to 
damage. it has protective ceramic-coated plates, as well as ionic technology that 
helps seal the hair cuticle and protect it from damage. You'll find that you need to 
shampoo, color, and heat-style your hair less often, causing less damage to your 
hair.
Specification
 Dimensions Of Heating Plate: 60x15mm
 Temperature Controller: Digital
 Max. temperature: 230 °C
 Min. temperature: 140 °C
 Diameter of thermal conductor: Less than15 mm
 Service life of thermal plate/bar: 5,000-10,000 times
 Power Cord Tail Assembly Mode: 360° Rotatable
 Material of thermal plate/bar: Tourmaline ceramic

100pcs US$18.50

500pcs US$18.00

1000 pcs US$17.50

2000 pcs US$17.00

WT-045  Hair 
Straightener

(Underwritten 
in U.S.)

Product Dimensions:  11.6 x 
1.3 x 1.3 inches 
Shipping Weight: 1.6 pounds

 •【 ONLY ONE STEP 】Professional hair straightening with directional switch 
new design, only one step to rotate clockwise to desired salon high heat. The 
Revolutionary One Step straightener and Styler gives you ultra-smooth silky hair 
with the touch of a button. 
•【 LESS TIME 】Best flat iron with MTC, a new heating standard for hair 
appliance. This flat iron curler heats quickly in 15s, Save Energy, More Durable, 
Lasts Longer, significantly reduces overall straightening, hair styling time 
compared to conventional hair straighteners. 
•【NO SNAGGING & NO TUGGING】360°swivel long cord flat iron for women 
with floating plates ，balanced heat plates that move when you do. The floating 
plates with curved edges continuously adjust the angle to avoid snagging your 
hair to give you more control while styling. 
•【 BEST CHOICE FOR TRAVELING 】Tavel hair straightener and curler 2 in 1 
with worldwide dual voltage (110-240AC) and auto shut off. The package 
included: Heat Resistant Glove, flat iron bag, salon comb and 2 salon hair clips. 
Hair styler travel set is your best choice. 

100pcs US$14.00

500pcs US$13.00

1000pcs US$12.80

2000pcs US$12.50

WT-046  Hair 
straightener 

Carton Size：:61*37*53CM  
Package size： 
34*11.5*6.5CM                            
Product weight： 0.6KG/PCS  
40pcs/CTN/25KG

PROFESSIONAL SALON GRADE STEAM STRAIGHTENER
Hair Straightener + Hair Curler: 2 IN 1, allows you to straighten and curl your hair 
at home, on your own, saving time and money; Comes with LCD display, heats up 
quickly in 30s, suitable for all kinds of hair 
12 Temperature Settings: Adjustable temperature from 120℃(248°F) to 230℃
(450°F), adjust at a speed of 10℃(50°F), totally 12 files adjustable, can meet the 
needs of different hair 
MCH 3D Floating Plates Design: 3D floating design giving even heat distribution 
and quick temperature recovery time is to reduce the the damage when pulling 
hair during operation 
Worldwide Dual Voltage: 110-240V universal voltage, enable you to take hair 
straightener for trips in Europe, Asia, Australia or any other country. 

1000pcs US$14.50

2000pcs US$14.00

3000pcs US$13.50

5000pcs US$13.00

WT-047  Hair 
straightener 

brush

Product Dimensions:  13.3 x 
5.6 x 3.4 inches ; 2.1 pounds 
Shipping Weight: 2.2 pounds
• Exclusive Precision Press 
Design 
• Powerful Ceramic Heaters 
• Tourmaline Ceramic Heated 
Plates 
• Cool Tip Ionic Bristles 
• Digital Heat Temperature 
Control
 

Enhanced Styling Control: 
The revolutionary Precision PressTM styling arm creates tension for more 
controlled styling and a finished, polished look. This evolution in hot brushes 
enables you to see enhanced results while easily styling with one hand. With 
ultimate styling versatility you can smooth and straighten or add flips and volume. 
Dual Ceramic Instant Heat: 
Powerful, instant ceramic heat is evenly distributed and regulated by digital 
temperature control to maintain consistent heat across the entire surface of the 
brush. Adjustable temperature settings (300°F–450°F) ensure optimal 
performance for all hair types and textures. 
Cool Touch Ionic Technology: 
Tourmaline ceramic plates surround cool tip ionic bristles that eliminate frizz, 
smoothing and straightening hair with one pass. The ionic cool tips allow you the 
freedom to style close to roots without the fear of burning, while adding lustrous 
shine as they gently glide through hair. 

100pcs US$18.00

500pcs US$17.00

1000 pcs US$16.50

2000 pcs US$16.00

WT-088  Hair 
Flat Iron

Product Dimensions: 2.8 x 4. x 
13.6 inches
Product weight: 395 g

Feature
Advanced Keratin ceramic coated plates with exclusive heat protection sensor
Keratin plus heat protective sensor technology
1 inches Keratin infused plates protein infused ceramic plates for stronger, 
healthier hair with less breakage
450℉ digital salon high heat
30 second heat-up time, 60 minute auto shutoff
Floating plate for constant contact and faster styling
Keratin plus heat protective sensor technology
Specification
voltage：110-240v 
Frequency： 50-60Hz
Power：65W
total length：29cm*3cm
ceramic length:11cm*2.5cm
temerature:5 grades (Lowest 160 degree Highest 230 degree )

100pcs US$10.50

500pcs US$10.00

1000 pcs US$9.50

2000 pcs US$9.00

WT-089  Hair 
Flat Iron 

Product Dimensions:  2.4 x 5 x 
15.4 inches 
Shipping Weight: 14.4 ounces

1” Floating Plates - The 1” ceramic floating plates give you full styling control while 
staying in constant contact with your hair for a smooth, effortless glide 
• 455° High Heat - Get professional results from the salon-quality 455° heat 
• 30 Heat Settings - Choose from a range of heat settings to find the best 
temperature for your hair type 
• 15-second Heat - Style almost instantly with the powerful 15-second heat-up 
feature 
• Auto Shutoff - The 60-minute auto shutoff gives you added peace of mind with 
every use 
• Swivel Cord - The salon-length swivel cord gives you the freedom to comfortably 
style at any angle 
• Hinge Lock - Keep the straightener plates protected during storage and travel 

100pcs US$8.50

500pcs US$8.00

1000 pcs US$7.70

2000 pcs US$7.50

WT-092
Infrared Hair 

Flat Iron

Shipping Weight: 2 pounds 
Carton size:61*37*53CM  
Package size: 34*11.5*6.5CM 
Product weight:0.6KG    
40PCS/carton
26KG/carton

• HEATS WITHOUT BURNING: The flat iron features extremely advanced 
infrared technology that causes less damage to hair cuticle. It warms delicate hair 
follicles thoroughly without singing, crimping, or burning them. 
• WIDER DESIGN: This flat hair styler has a 2-inch-wide floating ceramic plate on 
the bottom to catch more hair in one motion. It heats more hair, more quickly to 
cut the time spent styling in half. 
• ADVANCED HEATING SYSTEM: The flat iron for hair is built with a cutting-edge 
microprocessor that allows it to reach 10 different heating levels - from 266 to 445 
degrees Fahrenheit. The wand can reach maximum power in only 90 seconds, 
but has an automatic shut-off sensor for safety 
• CORD DOES NOT STOP STYLING: The base cord on this ionic infrared 
straightener can swivel 360 degrees, giving it unprecedented mobility. You can 
hold it at any angle for easy, perfect styling every time 

100pcs US$17.00

500pcs US$16.00

1000pcs US$15.00

2000pcs US$14.50

WT-093
Wireless Hair 

Flat Iron

Package size：
20.7*11.5*5.3cm
Carton size：44*43.5*36.5cm     
Product weight：0.4KG  
48PCS/carton
20KG/carton

• 2 in 1 - Straightens & Curls: Work as both curl iron and flat iron with anti-static 
technology for all type of hairs to meet your different needs - Straighten, flip and 
curl quickly and easily; 0.7 inch plate width wide enough for any hair length, a yet 
narrow enough for bangs 
• Portable & USB Rechargeable: Mini size of 7.2"* 1.1"* 1.4" with a safety lock 
and a storage bag for easy carry. Charged with a power bank easily and light 
weight for traveling anytime and anywhere.Especially for little girl 
• Heat up quickly & Prevent hair damage: Ceramic and tourmaline crystal floating 
ion plates with negative ions regulate the temperature & evenly distribute heat in 
30s to create a shinier, silkier look with less damage in less time 
• Perfect temperature & Safety guarantee:(356℉/392℉)2 temperatures can be 
chosen to transform frizzy, dull hair into gorgeous shiny and sleek looking. The 
safety lock and 60-minute auto shutoff keeps the iron closed to save storage 
space and prevent heating accidently 
• What You Get:1 x Compact Cordless Hair Straightener ,1x Storage Bag, 1x USB 
Charging Cable, 1x 18650 Battery, 1x Manual ; Our 30 days money back,1 year 
free exchange and 24 hours service

100pcs US$18.00

500pcs US$17.00

1000pcs US$16.00

2000pcs US$15.50

WT-213  Split 
Hairender 

(Underwritten 
in U.S.)

Carton size：64*43*36cm
12PCS/carton
Package size：30.5* 16* 13                     
1.5KG/PCS                       
18KG/carton

• Get Rid of the Tip of Damage, Dry, Brittle and Split Hair Ends in Seconds 
• Rechargeable Battery, Electric, Automatic New Technology Hair Trimming 
Machine 
• The difference is immediate, the hair is with a super soft texture and a beautiful 
and healthy, and exactly the same size. 
• With dry and slick hair, separate a thin hair strand, and pass the machine at 
least 3 times, as if to use a board to smooth, it is recommended that you make the 
cut embroidery every 60 / 90 days. 

100pcs US$20.00

500pcs US$19.00

1000pcs US$18.00

2000pcs US$17.50

5000pcs US$16.00



Hair Curler

WT-101                        
Automatic Hair 
Curler 

Carton size：71*63*39cm            
Package size: 35.5*15*11.5cm                         
Product weight：0.9KG/PCS                       
24PCS/carton
22KG/carton

Hair goes in - curl  comes out! (with safety sensor for tangle-free curls) 
• Tourmaline Ceramic technology eliminates static, reduces frizz and protects hair 
from heat damage while adding shine 
• Professional brushless motor for precision styling 
• High-performance heater for instant, even heat-up and recovery. 400°F highest 
heat for long-lasting curls and waves 
• 2 heat levels and 3 timer settings for loose, medium and tight curls 

100pcs US$14.00

500 pcs US$13.50

1000 pcs US$13.00

2000 pcs US$12.50

5000pcs US$12.00

WT-102 Digital 
Hair Curler                               

Carton size：71*63*39cm            
Package size: 35.5*15*11.5cm                         
Product weight：0.9KG/PCS                       
24PCS/carton
22KG/carton

1.Ceramic Heater - The hair curler adopts tourmaline Ceramic technology 
eliminates static, Temperature heat up in instant time, long-lasting curls and 
waves. 
• 2.Temperature and time setting - Temp set from 140℃ to 230℃, time set from 
8s, 10s, 12s and 15s to create looser waves, soft curls or more defined curls 
effects. 
• 3.LED Display - With LED digital display simply adjust direction, temperature, 
time, it is convenient for you to adjust the settings according to your hair. 
• 4.Auto rotating - Automatic rolling the hair in the curl chamber to create different 
curl hair styles as you want. Curling direction: L stands for left, R for right, A for 
automatic. 

100 pcs US$15.00

500 pcs US$14.50

1000 pcs US$14.00

2000 pcs US$13.00

5000pcs US$12.50

WT-103 Hair 
curler                        

Carton size：56*37*53CM
Package size：35*9*5cm                        
Product weight: 0.35KG/PCS                       
60PCS/carton
21KG/carton

Using instruction 
1.Select a section of hair ( working with smaller sections would be better), make 
sure the curl sets properly. 
2.Fast the end of your hair in the curling iron ( fast it into the clip) then twist the 
iron up and around, use the barrel and spirals to lock it in. 
3.After wraping hair around the spiral curling iron, keep it there for 5-10 seconds 
for softer curls, 20 seconds for tighter curls ( this might vary by hair type, you can 
experiment to find out how long it takes). 
4.After the curls have been created, let go of each section by releasing the barrel. 
Specification 
Material: Plastics & Ceramic 
Color : Pink, Blue, Purple, Green, Orange 
Temperature: 140-200 degree 
Voltage/Frequency: 110-230V/50-60HZ 
Power: 35w 
Suitable for Dry and Wet Hair 

100pcs US$4.50

500 pcs US$4.00

1000 pcs US$3.80

2000 pcs US$3.50

5000pcs US$3.00

WT-104                        
Steam Hair 
Curler

Carton size: 55*36*53CM 
Package size:33.3*13*9CM·          
1KG/PCS                       
24PCS/carton
24KG/carton

• Best Steam Curling Iron
• Heats Up Quickly
• Revolutionary Automatic Hair Curler
• Three Timer Settings With Beep Alarm
• Specially Designed With LED Display and 3 Temperature Setting( 190°C-210°C-
230°C)
Voltage: 110-230V, AC
 Frequency: 50-60HZ
 Temperature: 190°C – 230°C
 Power Cord: 2M
 Heat Conduction Material: Tourmaline ceramic
 Package Weight: 2.2lb(1kg)
 Package Dimension: 13x5.04x3.35in(33 x 12.8 x 8.5cm)

40 pcs US$25.00

200 pcs US$22.00

1000 pcs US$21.00

2000 pcs US$20.00

5000pcs US$19.00

WT-052 Hair 
Curler

                      
0.8KG/PCS                      
40PCS/carton
32KG/carton

• Variable temperature – 120oC to 230oC.
• 360 degree Swivel 3mtr power cord.
• Cool tip to provide easier styling.

100pcs US$15.50

500pcs US$15.00

1000pcs US$14.50

2000 pcs US$14.00

WT-106 Hair 
Styler

Package size:38.2*14.4*7.3cm
0.85KG/PCS                       
30PCS/carton
26KG/carton

• Ceramic Instawave automatic hair curler is the perfect styling tool for those who 
just can’t style with conventional curling irons and wands. 
• Patent pending curl dial allows you to create curls or waves in alternating 
directions giving you a professional styled look. 
• The ceramic ionic technology fosters healthy, shiny salon style curls or waves 
with less frizz and damage with just a touch of a button. 
• Your hands are never near the hot iron so there is no need for a heat resistant 
glove. 
• Automatic hair curler has two heat settings that can reach up to 420 ° F. It also 
has an auto shut off after 90 minutes of use. Comes with 2 year limited warranty. 

100pcs US$19.50

500 pcs US$19.00

1000 pcs US$18.80

2000 pcs US$18.50

5000pcs US$18.00

WT-107 
PROCARE 
CURLER

Carton size：60*36*48CM 
Package size：34*10.8*7CM                        
Product weight: 0.85KG/PCS                       
32PCS/carton
26KG/carton

3 heat and 3 time settings for loose or tight curls
Professional titanium barrel for fast curling and smooth gliding
Rapid heat-up time of just 30 seconds
 The ProCare Auto Curler gives your hair consistently fabulous curls every time. 
With a professional brushless motor and titanium ceramic heating barrel, this 
versatile styling tool automatically rolls,  heats and curls hair to create salon-style 
results. A salon length 2m swivel cord ensures improved flexibility and ease of 
handling, giving you plenty of space to achieve the look you want. 3 heat settings 
(170°C, 190°C, 210°C) and 3 time settings (12sec, 10sec, 8sec) gives you the 
option to create loose or tight curls. A durable professional brushless motor 
enables the ProCare Auto Curler to fashion curls in all different directions, giving 
your hair a completely natural look.
 Featuring a rapid heat-up time of just 30 seconds, the ProCare Auto Curler 
benefits from an ergonomic, sensitive design that makes it easy to create perfectly 
consistent curls all over your head, even at the back. For added convenience, the 
curler’s unique heat-isolating chamber means you'll never singe your fingers while 
styling your hair.

100pcs US$18.00

500 pcs US$17.50

1000 pcs US$17.00

2000 pcs US$16.50

5000pcs US$16.00

WT-108 LCD 
Hair Curler 

Carton size：54*36*43CM 
Package size：41*13*6.7cm                      
Product weight: 0.85KG/PCS                       
30PCS/carton
26KG/carton

• 100% Brand New,Nano-Tech--make plate more smooth,scratch 
resistance,chemical resistance.Tourmaline-- Natural stone,con engender lots of 
anion,endow hair with water, and keep hair color.Black china-- black china 
engender heat evenly ,and deeply into hair to lock water, make hair beaufiful 
• Nano black ceramic glaze surface--beautiful  black pearl's gloss Using totally 
black design to present the machine itself,estoblish a elegant image.Auto-circle--
lef-circle or right-circle per you choice More convenient,less time to curl best curl 
hair for more professional you 
• Accurate adjustable temperature levels (100°C--220°C).2.8M long professional 
electric card,safe and high temperature resistont 
• High temperature constant circuit  design.High quality temperature control,quick 
heat-stable current output,make the machine.keep constant temperature,evenly 
produce heat 
• Electrostatic prevention .Safe anti- heat stand .Auto shut of function 

100pcs US$13.00

500 pcs US$12.50

1000 pcs US$12.00

2000 pcs US$11.80

5000pcs US$11.50

WT-109     3 
Barrels Curling 
Iron Wand Set  

Carton size：40*38*52CM 
Package size：
3P39.2*10*5cm
Product weight：0.65KG/PCS 
35PCS/carton
22KG/carton

• WHY DO YOU NEED ITEM: 3 in 1 Curling Irons Interchangeable Curling Wand 
Set Offers 3 Different Ceramic Barrels of Different Shape and Sizes to Allow 
Maximum Versatility with Your Curling Style for a more Natural Look. From 
Beachy Waves to Tight Curls and Everything in Between, Enjoy the Endless 
Styling Possibilities at Home Instead of Hairdressing Salon,Save Your Money and 
Precious Time. 
• PROFESSIONAL TOURMALINE CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY:Ceramic 
Tourmaline Technology will Ensures That Your Hair Healthier and Smoother with 
Shiny Curls Lasting All Day Long.Tourmaline Emits Negative Ions That 
Counteract the Positive Ions Present in Dry or Damaged Hair Helping Seal 
Moisture Into Your Hair and Decrease Frizz. 
• EASY AND SAFE TO USE: It Means the Appliance is Working When the LED 
Light is on. 360 Degree Rotatable Swivel with 2.5m(8 ft) Power Cord(international 
standard line core), to Prevent the Winding, Easy to Use, Safe to Operate. 
• TEMPERATURE SETTING GUIDE: The Temperature Varies from 150℃(302℉) 
to 210℃(410℉) by Push the "1" Button to "2" Button. The Higher Temp Applies to 
the Thick and Stiff Hair; And the Lower One Applies to Fine and Soft Hair. 
• WHAT YOU GET: US Plug, Dual Voltage (100~240V), Heat-resistant Glove will 
be Offered for Free to Protect Your Hand When Curl Hair;  Multi-Curler Wand 
Carries a Three-month Replacement.

100pcs US$14.00

200 pcs US$13.50

1000 pcs US$12.80

2000 pcs US$12.00

WT-109     5 
Barrels Curling 
Iron Wand Set  

Carton size：40*38*52CM 
Package size 40.1*13*5.6cm                      
Product weight :0.9KG/PCS                      
24PCS/carton
22KG /carton

Fits Most Hair Style
This 5 in 1 curling wand set has 5pcs different sizes barrels that can fits many hair 
style, no     matter for long hair or short hair. Different size can make different hair 
style, like corkscrew curls, waves, big curls for body and bounce and ringlets.
Specification
Barrel Material Type: PTC+ pottery coating for barrel, PET material for handle
Barrel size: 0.35-0.71 inch, 0.71-1 inch, 1-1 inch, 1-1.25 inch, 1.25-1.25 inch
Power/Voltage: 35W 50/ 60Hz 110-240V (Worldwide Use)
Heat Up Time: 30S
Highest Temperature: 410F
Plug version: US standard
Swivel Cord: Yes
Cord: 2.5m
Certification: UL certified
More Option
This curling wand is interchangeable. There are total 5 different barrels, 3 larger 
barrels(1-1inch, 1-1.25inch, 1.25-1.25inch) for polished, bouncy curls, 2 smaller 
barrels(0.35-0.71inch, 0.71-1inch) for more relaxed, natural waves. Big barrels 
great for long hair, and small barrels better for short hair. Beautiful hair can bring 
you a beautiful day.

100pcs US$18.00

500 pcs US$17.00

1000 pcs US$16.50

2000 pcs US$16.00

5000pcs US$15.00

WT-110 
Curling Wand 

Sets

0.8KG/PCS                       
30PCS/carton
25KG/carton
Package size::15.3x4.7x2.4 
inches 

Specifications: 
-Power:85w/50-60Hz
-Voltage:100-240V
-Heating Method: PTC heating 
-Package weight: 2.04lbs
1.Heat up the curling iron after fixing the desired barrel on guiding handler, wait a 
minute till curling iron is warm. 
 2.Dry your hair and brush your hair thoroughly, make sure there are no tangles.
 3.Divide hair into several pieces from the occipital area. 
 For Defined Spirals,
 wrap a 1" section of hair tightly in between the curves, leaving the ends out. Hold 
your spiral barrel in this position for a few seconds. Then pull the iron out from the 
center of the curl. 
 For a Textured Wave,
 wrap a 1" section of hair around the curves, leaving the ends out. Hold your spiral 
barrel in this position for a few seconds.Then pull the iron out from the center of 
the curl. 
 For other curls and waves,
 wrap a 1" section of hair around the barrel, leaving the ends out. Hold your barrel 
in this position for a few seconds.Then pull the iron out from the center of the curl. 
 4.Repeat the process until desired look is achieved.

Electroplate curling single 
wand:
(dia): 32mm: $3.7/each
(dia): 25mm: $3.5/each
(dia): 19mm: $3.4/each
Gourd wand: $5/each
Spiral wand: $5.2/each
(dia)25mm/18mm Tapered 
wand: # $3.5/each; 
(dia)18mm/9mmTapered 
wand: $3.35/each; 
(dia)18mm/25mm back 
tapered wand: $4/each

Curling Handle: $11.5/each

P.S. Oil injection curling wand 
will be decreased at 
$0.7/each.

WT-113 
Curling Iron Shipping Weight: 1.6 pounds

• ANGLED DESIGN: Ergonomically angled and uniquely shaped; offers easier 
curling and significantly less strain on your wrist, shoulder and elbow 
• GOLD PAINT COVERED: The heating barrel is covered with gold paint, offering 
a quality look; cares for hair while avoiding damage to deliver long-lasting results 
• HEATS FAST: Uses an advanced PTC heating element; heats evenly to 180 
°C/355 °F in just 45 s; no need to wait around to create your style 
• SUITABLE FOR ALL HAIR TYPES: Temperatures ranging from 130 to 220 °C 
(265 -430 °F) are clearly displayed on the LED screen; suitable for various hair 
types including thin and fine hair, coarse hair and more 
• SAFETY FEATURES: Locks temperature after 3 seconds if no buttons are 
pressed, avoiding unintentional temperature change; additional safety feature 
ensures the iron automatically shuts off after it has been turned on for 1 hour 

100pcs US$20.00

500 pcs US$19.00

1000 pcs US$18.50

2000 pcs US$18.00

WT-114 Hair 
Curler

Carton size：:61*37*53CM  
Package size： 
34*11.5*6.5CM                            
Product weight： 0.6KG/PCS  
40/CTN/25KG

• Interchangeablecurling combs: They can straighten or curl your hair as you wish 
-2 in 1 advanced design, you can create soft shinny straight hair or sexy wave 
curls to bring you a fresh look. 
• Heat Up Quickly: The curling iron set heats up quickly, so you could do your hair 
in minutes, negative Ions counteract the positive Ions present in dry or damaged 
hair, decrease frizzand and leave hair nice soft. 
• Temp Adjustable: You could adjust temp by pushing the button "L""M""H" for 
190°C / 375℉ to 200°C / 395℉to 215℃/420°F. Lower temp for fine and soft 
hair;Medium for general hair ; Higher temp for thick and stiff hair 
• Dual Voltage For Travel: The hair iron voltage range is 100-240V,it is automatic 
with proper voltage when using, no need the knob to switch or voltage converter, 
convenient to use for international travel. 
• Easy To Use: The hair tools set is very nice easy to use, 360 degree swivel cord 
with 1.8m long cable, you could do your hairstyle in your room very conveniently

1000pcs US$13.00

2000pcs US$12.50

3000pcs US$12.00

5000pcs US$11.00

10000pcs US$10.00

WT-115
Hair Curler

Carton size：:61*37*53CM  
Package： 34*11.5*6.5CM                            
Product weight： 0.55KG/PCS  
40/CTN/24KG

To comply with safety, global voltage, intelligent MCU one-click operating 
temperature control,  three temperature regulation (170 ℃, 200 ℃, 230 ℃, 40 min 
automatic shutdown, overheating protection, 2.5m power cord, 

100pcs US$25.00

500 pcs US$21.00

1000 pcs US$20.50

2000 pcs US$20.00

5000pcs US$19.00

WT-116
Hair Curler

Color：Purple，Red，Pink，
Gold（9MM,19MM two size）                     
40PCS/CTN
Package Size：40*11*8CM
Carton Size：56*43*47CM               
Product Weight：0.5KG       
23kg/CTN

LCD digital temperature display, easily to adjust and check the current 
temperature.
Adjustable temperature from 80℃(176°F) to 230℃(450°F), adjust at a speed of 5
℃(41°F), totally 30 adjustable temperature files, choose the proper temperature 
according to your hair texture.
Press the temperature"+" button and temperature"-" button at the same time, you 
can switch between degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit.
PTC heating elements, 30 seconds fast heating up.
Tourmaline ceramic coating makes the heating evenly, and will releases a large 
amount of negative ions, which can reduce hair damage, make your hair healthy, 
natural and shiny.
Anti-scald stainless steel bracket for placing during use, avoid the heated iron 
from contacting with the desktop directly.
It will automatically shut-off after 60 minutes, safe and secure.
You can rotate the 1.9m 360 degrees swivel power cord at any angle without 
worry about winding.

100pcs US$10.00 US$9.50

500 pcs US$9.50 US$9.00

1000 pcs US$9.00 US$8.50

2000 pcs US$8.80 US$8.00

5000pcs US$8.50 US$7.80

WT-199 Hair 
Wave Iron

Carton size：64*43*42cm          
Package size :40.5*10.5*8cm          
Product weight：0.75KG     
30PCS/carton 
24KG/carton

Our 3 barrel hair curling iron curling wands can create large natural sexy ‘S’ hair 
waver for any beauty. High technology, tourmaline and ionic technology for 
maximum hair condition of shinier and healthier long looking waves. The hair 
curler will not act like other hair curlers which always curl  your hair with frizz. The 
new ceramic coating guarantees the frizz control while remaining safe without any 
damage. 
♣Features: 
 1. Materials of the hair curling iron hair wands: premium ceramic
 2. Coating of the hair curling iron hair wands: high grade tourmaline
 3. Professional deep wavy large ‘ S ’ effect
 4. Low power consumption for environment-friendly idea
 5. Dual voltage: you can use the hair curling iron hair wands for some 
international travels 
 6. Long enough cord: convenient to use even the outlet is relatively far
 7. Be a barber and hair artist by yourself
 8. Great hair curling iron hair wands for either long or short hair
 9. Fast heat up: from 0 to 430F (221C) in just 60 seconds
 10. Beautiful wavy hair last a long time with our hair curling iron hair wands 
 11. Clear digital  LED display of the hair wands enables you know temperature all 
the process

100pcs US$9.50 US$7.50

500 pcs US$9.00 US$7.00

1000 pcs US$8.80 US$6.50

2000 pcs US$8.50 US$6.00

5000pcs US$8.00 US$5.50


